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• Key question: 
What is the context in which trade unions have to formulate their stances and
strategies: past and present

• Four sources for comparison: 
• Penninx, R.& J. Roosblad (eds.) (2000), Trade unions, immigration, and immigrants in Europe, 1960-1993. A 

comparative study of the attitudes and actions of trade unions in seven West European countries. New York/Oxford: 
Berghahn Books.

• Marino, S., R. Penninx & J. Roosblad (2015), Trade Unions, immigration and immigrants in Europe revisited: unions’ 
attitudes and actions under new conditions. Comparative Migration Studies Vol. 3, nr. 1.

• Marino, S., J. Roosblad & R. Penninx (Eds) (2017), Trade Unions and Migrant Workers: New Contexts and 
Challenges in Europe. Cheltenham, UK/ Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar Publishing, ILERA Publication 
Series nr. 1.

• Penninx R. (2018), ‘Old Wine in New Bottles? Comparing the Post-War Guest Worker Migration and the Post 1989 
Migration from CEE-Countries to EU-Member Countries’. In: P. Scholten & M. van Ostaijen (eds), Between Mobility 
and Migration. IMISCOE Research Series. Springer, Cham, pp. 77-97
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Key questions based on three dilemma’s:

- Do unions resist recruitment/ immigration or do they co-operate? 
à Do TU’s as social and political actors, try to influence the (diverse) regulation of 
immigration and access to the labour market?

- Do they include or exclude migrant workers?
àDo migrants workers have the same social, employment, political and organisational

rights and do they participate in policy formation of TUs?

- Do immigrants get equal or special treatment? 
àDo TUs protect also relevant specific right/interests, and also outside the realm of 

work? 
àDo they organise them specifically?



Critical changes after 1993?

Four chapters in the 2017-book on:

• Economic and labour market changes and policies: before and beyond austerity in Europe, by Jason Heyes & 
Thomas Hastings

• Migration and its regulation in an integrating Europe, by Rinus Penninx

• Social and cultural changes: “A permanent transition: Migrants in the public discourse, between media, 
policies and public opinion”, by Giorgi Alberta & Vitale Tommaso

• The role and power position of trade unions in Europe, by Rebecca Gumbell-McCormick, Richard Hyman & 
Magdalena Bernaciak



Dilemma 1. 1960 – 1993 (Cooperation vs Resistance)

• Cooperation, while limiting immigration and protecting national
workers: AU
• Cooperation, while setting conditions for equal treatment: FRG, NL, 

SWE

• When kept outside cooperation:
• Opposing unequal treatment: FR, UK
• Ignoring migrant workers: SWI



Dilemma 1. 1993- 2015 (Cooperation vs Resistance)

• Cooperation option disappeared with few exceptions in FRG and NL
Trade unions have no say in immigration policy;
Free intra-EU mobility is outside control of Unions

• Dilemma is now: opposing or endorsing governmental (migration) policies.
• In Northwest Europe opposition focuses on free circulation of labour and services in 

EU: transition periods, compliance with national labour conditions
• In IT and SP: opposition to immigration policies, pressure for regularisations and

assistance to migrants in regularisations
• In PL en CZ: passive, ignoring migrant workers



Dilemma 2. 1960- 1993 (Inclusion vs exclusion)

• (Active) exclusion of migrant workers non-existent

• But inclusion has many degrees:
• No interest; Ignoring migrants: SWI
• Inclusion with fewer rights: AU
• Inclusion on equal level: FRG, NL, FR, UK 
• Formal inclusion (= membership of union) even in recruitment contract: SWE



Dilemma 2. 1993-2015 (Inclusion vs exclusion)

• Differences in active inclusion and passive exclusion of migrant 
workers becomes visible in Northwest European countries: SWE, 
FRG, NL, UK
• Traditionally strong unions (often white collar) have few migrants and are less

open;
• New fastgrowing (service) sectors with many migrants, less organised. Here 

“organising” may take place: UK, NL, FRG.
• IT, SP and partly FR: unions to assist migrants in the broad sense, 

including legal position. IT and SP unions have set up front offices on 
a large scale. It works out as “organising”in the North.



Dilemma 3. (Equal vs special treatment)

1960-1993

• Unions that define their domain as work related only and apply the same
rules for all members; no special facilities: AU and SWI
• Unions that practice a broader defense of migrants’ interests and promote

equal participation: FRG strongest.  

1993 – 2015 
• Unions that do “organising” do practice specific treatment of migrant 

workers, but in general unions in NW Europe adhere more to general and
equal treatment
• Unions in IT and SP practice the specific treatment in their dealings with

migrants.



Two final comments:

• Unions act and react primarily within their specific national context. 
There is their strength. In recent decades, however, they have lost 
significant control over labour migration. 
• Less or no influence on immigration policy of the state
• More importantly, free intra-EU mobility. 

• National contexts are important, but do not lead to homogeneous
reaction of different Unions. Unions in different sectors within the 
national context may react quite different, as “organising” in North-
west Europe shows. That is why, comparative research by sector is an
important next step.


